Navigating the New Normal Recruiting and Hiring
International Workers in the Age of COVID-19
What Tourism & Hospitality Employers Need to Know

Presented for:
The Vancouver, Coast & Mountains (VCM) Region
May 5, 2021
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WELCOME
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PROJECT
CONTEXT
The
COVID-19 pandemic
continues to have significant
negative impacts on the industry
Employer concerns as they ramp
up for summer operations due to
significant uncertainty around:
• extent of residual restrictions
• border closures
• availability of financial support
• labour supply
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SESSION OVERVIEW
Presentations
• Immigration Refugees & Citizenship Canada
• BC Provincial Nominee Program (BC PNP)
• Employment & Social Development Canada (ESDC)
Q&A
Panel Discussion / Q&A
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Accessing Global Talent
Immigration Programs and
COVID Updates
Darcy Bromley & Sarah Finall
May 5, 2021

Agenda
Key concepts
Work permits
Permanent residence
Finding global talent
COVID updates

Policies & programs can change.
Please consult www.canada.ca/immigration for up-to-date information.
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What is work?
“Work” is defined in the
Regulations as an activity
for which:
✓ wages are paid or
commission is earned, or
✓ that competes directly
with activities of
Canadian citizens or
permanent residents in
the Canadian labour
market

To work in
Canada, a foreign
national requires a
work permit
(unless exempt)
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What is a NOC?
National Occupational Classification

0

Managerial jobs

A

Professional jobs

B

Technical & skilled trades jobs

C

Semi-skilled jobs

D

Entry-level jobs

Skilled
Jobs

Find your NOC on www.canada.ca/immigration
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How can I hire global talent?
Do you want the candidate to work in
Canada temporarily or permanently?

Temporary or immediate need

Support them to apply for a
work permit (unless exempt)

International
Mobility Program

Temporary Foreign
Worker Program

Permanent need

Support them to apply for
permanent residence

Federal Programs

Provincial/Territorial
Nominee Programs
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Do they need a work permit?

NO

Will the candidate be entering
the Canadian labour market?
YES

Enter as business visitor

NO

Short term exemption under
Global Skills Strategy

Will the candidate be working
more than 30 days?
YES

Work permit
required
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Which work permit program?
Temporary Foreign
Worker Program

International Mobility
Program

(TFWP)

(IMP)
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Temporary Foreign Worker Program
Labour Market Impact Assessment (LMIA) REQUIRED

Step 1 - Employer:
Determine Stream

Step 2 - Employer:
Apply to Service Canada
(ESDC) for LMIA

Step 3 - Worker:
Apply online (IRCC) or
on arrival (CBSA) for
work permit

Cost:
$1,000
LMIA fee

$155
work
permit fee

$85
biometrics
fee

$1,240
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International Mobility Program
Labour Market Impact Assessment (LMIA) EXEMPT

Step 1 - Employer:
Determine LMIA
exemption

Step 2 - Employer:
Create Offer of
Employment in
Employer Portal (IRCC)

Step 3 - Worker:
Apply online (IRCC) or
on arrival (CBSA) for
work permit

Cost:
$230

Employer
compliance
fee

$155
work
permit fee

$85
biometrics
fee

$470
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Examples of LMIA Exemptions

Youth Exchange
Programs
• International
Experience
Canada (IEC)
o Working Holiday
o Young
Professionals
o International
Co-op Internship

Provincial/ Territorial
Agreements
• Provincial &
Territorial
Nominees

International
Agreements

Significant
Benefits

• Professionals
• Technicians
• Contractual
Service
Suppliers
• Intra-Company
Transferees

• Entrepreneurs
• Intra-Company
Transferees
• Mobilité
Francophone
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International
Experience Canada
LMIA Exemption

New for 2021 – Applicants
must submit a valid job offer
before receiving an invitation
to apply.
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Mobilité Francophone LMIA Exemption
Employer Benefits

Worker Eligibility

Exemption from LMIA process,
which saves time & fees

Language of daily use is French

Support from IRCC to find
candidates abroad

Job offered is skilled (NOC 0, A, B)

(language of workplace can be English)

Serve clients in both official
languages
Tap into new markets &
international networks
Settlement support & pathway
to permanent residence
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Employer responsibilities

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Meet the conditions listed on the work permit, including the job
location and length of time they can work in Canada
Meet the details of the offer of employment, including
occupation, duties, pay and working conditions

Set up medical insurance and workers’ compensation benefits
Be active in the business as long as the work permit is valid
Meet all applicable employment and recruiting laws
Make sure the workplace is free of abuse
Cooperate with an inspection of employer compliance

✓ Keep documents for six years
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Changing a work permit
If the worker you want to hire already has a work permit:
✓ open - you can hire them if the work permit conditions allow
✓ employer-specific - new work permit required

Changing work
permit conditions

Amending a work
permit

!

• To change employer, occupation, work location, or work
duration, complete an Application to Change Conditions
(IMM 5710)
• To remove the condition “Not authorized to work” in
certain occupations, an Immigration Medical Examination
is required
• Processing fees apply
• To correct an error made when the permit was issued,
complete a Request to Amend a Valid Temporary
Resident Document (IMM 5218)
• No processing fee
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Extending a work permit
Extension of status
• If the work permit is employer-specific,
before the worker can apply to extend
it, you will need to either:
o Apply for a new LMIA
(TFW Program), or
o Submit a new offer of
employment (IM Program)

Maintained status
• When applying for renewal of valid
work permit, the temporary
resident can stay until a decision is
made on their application
• They must remain in Canada and
continue to meet conditions on the
original permit
• Apply online, ideally 3-4 months in
advance

Restoration of status
• Within 90 days of their permit
expiry date they can apply for
restoration of status and a new
work permit
• They must pay the restoration and
work permit fee and explain why
they went out of status
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Economic Immigration Programs
Federal Skilled Worker
Program

Quebec-selected Skilled
Workers

Federal Skilled Trades
Program

Start-up Visa

Canadian Experience Class

Self-employed

Provincial & Territorial
Nominee Programs

Agri-food Immigration Pilot

Atlantic Immigration Pilot

Home Child Care Provider
Pilot

Rural & Northern
Immigration Pilot

Home Support Worker Pilot
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Applying for Permanent Residence
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Valid job offer to support an
Express Entry candidate

✓
✓
✓

At least 1 year

✓

In writing with these details:
• pay and deductions
• job duties
• conditions of employment (e.g. hours of work)

Full-time and non-seasonal

In a skilled job (NOC 0, A or B)
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Temporary Residence to Permanent
Residence
• NEW: Special policies were announced providing pathways to permanent residence for
international graduates and essential workers currently employed in Canada.
• Graduates must have completed an eligible post-secondary program at a designated
learning institution in the last 4 years (no earlier than January 2017).
• Workers must have at least 12 months of authorized, full-time Canadian work
experience in a health-care profession or one of the listed essential occupations.
• Applicants must have proficiency in either English or French and meet admissibility
requirements.
• Applications will be accepted between May 6, 2021 and November 5, 2021, or until a
stream has reached its limit.

• There will be no limit of applications for French-speaking and bilingual newcomers.
A detailed explanation of all eligibility requirements is available within the public policies.
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Finding Global Talent

In Canada:

Abroad:

• International Students
• Open Work Permit
Holders
• Newcomers

• Destination Canada
Mobility Forum
• Public Employment
Services

Express Entry
Candidates:
• Job Match Service
on www.JobBank.gc.ca
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Exemptions to Travel Restrictions
• Those approved for work permits can travel to Canada.

• Those travelling from the US can apply for work permits on
arrival.
• Those travelling from any other country need to apply in
advance.
• Work permit exempt business visitors cannot travel to
Canada at this time unless coming from the US for an
essential purpose.

COVID updates

Mandatory Quarantine
Air travellers are required to:
• Reserve a government-authorized hotel for 3 nights prior to
departure to Canada
• Take a COVID-19 test on arrival in Canada
• Stay in the government-authorized hotel while awaiting the
results of the COVID-19 test taken on arrival
• Pay for the cost of the hotel stay and any other associated costs
• Complete the remainder of the mandatory 14-day quarantine
after their mandatory hotel stopover.
• Take another COVID-19 molecular test later during their 14-day
quarantine (travellers will be provided with a COVID-19 test kit
and instructions before leaving the airport).

COVID updates

IRCC Processing
• COVID-19 has impacted IRCC’s processing capacity.
• We are not able to provide accurate processing times.
• Prioritizing some applications including workers in essential
services (e.g. agriculture and agri-food occupations and healthcare occupations)
• Applicants must apply online when applying for a work permit
from outside Canada.

COVID updates

Changing Employer or Job
• Open work permit holders can change jobs or employers
at any time.
• A new public policy helps employer-specific work
permit holders to change jobs or employers more
quickly.
• After applying online for a new work permit, they can
write to IRCC for authorization to start their new job
while waiting for their work permit to be processed.
COVID updates

Employer Role & Responsibilities
• Employers have an important role to play in helping to prevent the
introduction and spread of COVID-19
• Due to COVID-19, employers must:
✓let employees follow any order made under the Quarantine
Act and Emergencies Act
✓let workers comply with any provincial law or orders related to
COVID-19
✓pay the foreign worker for any period that they’re in
mandatory isolation or quarantine upon entering Canada
under the Quarantine Act, even if the worker is unable to
perform any work duties

COVID updates

For more information
IRCC Outreach Officer Network
For help to navigate the immigration
system to support your hiring needs
IRCC.DNEngagement@cic.gc.ca

IRCC Website

www.canada.ca/immigration

How to access global talent
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THANK YOU

Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada (IRCC)

REMINDER: Policies and programs are subject to change
For the latest updates, please visit www.canada.ca/immigration
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BC PROVINCIAL
NOMINEE PROGRAM
Attracting and retaining global
talent through immigration
May 5, 2021
Immigration Programs Branch
Ministry of Municipal Affairs

The information in this presentation is current as of May 5, 2021
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BC PROVINCIAL NOMINEE PROGRAM

Agenda
1. Immigration & BC Provincial Nominee
Program (BC PNP) Overview
2. Impact of COVID-19
3. Skills Immigration Stream (includes Express
Entry options)

4. Program requirements, criteria and processes

The information in this presentation is current as of May 5, 2021
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BC PROVINCIAL NOMINEE PROGRAM

Gord, Marion and Julio’s Story
Gord and Marion own a tapas bar in Salmon Arm, BC and had been looking to
hire a Chef for more than 6 months. They have hired 3 people who didn’t have
much experience but they were desperate. None have worked out so they
continue to advertise and ask their friends and family to help get the word out.
Julio visited BC with his family when he was in his teens and he fell in love with
the province’s natural beauty. Julio studied to become a Chef in Spain and
worked for 5 years but he always dreamed of coming back to BC to discover
other areas of the province. He applied for a Working Holiday Visa from Spain
and travelled around BC for 4 months and found his way to Salmon Arm. The
community’s focus on growing local and slow food felt like home. He saw Gord
and Marion’s ad, applied and has been working as a Chef for the last year. The
community has made him feel welcome and he wants to stay.

The information in this presentation is current as of May 5, 2021
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BC PROVINCIAL NOMINEE PROGRAM

Immigration in B.C.
Application to BC PNP

Application for Permanent
Residence (IRCC)

Program Streams:

• Skills Immigration
• Entrepreneur Immigration

The information in this presentation is current as of May 5, 2021
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BC PROVINCIAL NOMINEE PROGRAM

COVID-19

COVID-19 and BC PNP
Accessing the BC PNP in times of COVID:
•

Our office is closed for in-person service

•

Applicants are able to register/apply online to the BC PNP

•

We continue to issue invitations to apply (with some adjustments)

•

BC PNP staff are working remotely, processing applications and responding
to inquiries via email / phone

•

Nominees can contact our office for help, including with expiring work
permits, changing employers and applying for permanent residence

For COVID-19 related BC PNP immigration updates and instructions, please visit
www.WelcomeBC.ca/PNP

The information in this presentation is current as of May 5, 2021
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BC PROVINCIAL NOMINEE PROGRAM

COVID-19

COVID-19 and BC PNP
COVID-19 related measures:
•

International Graduates are eligible for the category for up to 3 years from
graduation using the date of initial registration

•

Recruitment – employers must show that they tried to recruit locally

•

Documents – flexibility with deadlines to submit

•

Remote work – must be in BC, outside BC

•

Nominees must contact us if material changes to employment

For COVID-19 related BC PNP immigration updates and instructions, please
visit www.WelcomeBC.ca/PNP

The information in this presentation is current as of May 5, 2021
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BC PROVINCIAL NOMINEE PROGRAM OVERVIEW

BC PNP Skills Immigration
Categories
No registration
required

Registration required

• Skilled Worker
• International
Graduate
• Entry Level &
Semi-Skilled

}

Tech
Pilot

• Healthcare
Professional
• International
Post-Graduate *
*No job offer required

All categories in GREEN offer an Express Entry option
The information in this presentation is current as of May 5, 2021
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BC PNP

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

General Requirements
• Must be legally able to work in Canada
• Must intend to reside in B.C.
• If the offered position requires mandatory certification,
licensing or registration, documentation must be
provided to the BC PNP at the time of application,
showing how these requirements will shortly be met.
Visit WorkBC to learn if the occupation requires certification or licensing
in B.C.

The information in this presentation is current as of May 5, 2021
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BC PNP

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

Minimum Program Requirements
• Employer must be unable to find a domestic worker for
the job
• Full-time , indeterminate* job offer in eligible
occupation (*one-year job offer for Tech Pilot occupations)
• Minimum 2 years directly-related experience

• Language proficiency of CLB 4
• Minimum wage and income requirements

The information in this presentation is current as of May 5, 2021
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BC PNP

OTHER REQUIREMENTS

Employer Requirements
Employer Requirements
• Minimum 1 year in business (2 years if ELSS)
• Has 5 employees (3 if outside Greater Vancouver)
• History of good workplace and business practices
• Offered permanent full-time job with market wage (1yr for tech)
• Satisfied recruitment requirements
Employer Responsibilities
• Accuracy of employer info sections of the online application
• Notify of changes in the employment status or if the business has closed
or changed ownership.

The information in this presentation is current as of May 5, 2021
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BC PNP

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

Recruitment requirements
The employer must demonstrate that genuine and
bona fide efforts were made to recruit from the local
labour market, and that hiring a foreign worker will
not adversely affect employment or development

opportunities for local candidates (Canadian citizens
and/or permanent residents).

The information in this presentation is current as of May 5, 2021
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BC PNP

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

Eligible Occupations
Skilled Worker & International Graduate categories:
• Skill Type 0, Skill level A or B (normally require postsecondary education and training).
• Candidate must be qualified for the positioned offered
Entry-Level and Semi-Skilled category:
• Select NOC C & D occupations in tourism/hospitality,
long-haul trucking and food processing and
manufacturing

The information in this presentation is current as of May 5, 2021
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BC PNP

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

Minimum Language Requirements
• Minimum requirement of CLB 4 or equivalent
• English (IELTS, CELPIP) or French (TEF) accepted
Minimum Language Test Scores Required
Listening

Reading

Writing

Speaking

IELTS

4.5

3.5

4.0

4.0

CELPIP

4

4

4

4

TEF

145

121

181

181

TCF

331

342

4

4

The information in this presentation is current as of May 5, 2021
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BC PNP

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

Wage Requirements

• The offered wage must be at market rate and
comparable to the rate paid to workers with a
similar level of experience and training
• For examples of market wage rates by
occupation, please visit:
www.jobbank.gc.ca/trend-analysis

The information in this presentation is current as of May 5, 2021
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BC PNP

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

Minimum Income Requirements:
Ability to Economically Establish
Minimum Income Requirements
by Area of Residence

Family Size

Greater Vancouver Regional
District

Rest of B.C.

1

$22,804

$19,006

2

$28,390

$23,659

3

$34,902

$29,087

4

$42,376

$35,316

5

$48,062

$40,054

6

$54,205

$45,175

7 or more

$60,350

$50,296

The income thresholds in this table represent 90% of an amount calculated from the appropriate 2017 Low Income Cut-Off (LICO) figures set by
Statistics Canada.
Note: Categories under the Express Entry British Columbia stream may also need to meet minimum settlement fund requirements under CIC’s
Express Entry system.
The information in this presentation is current as of May 5, 2021
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SKILLS IMMIGRATION

Skills Immigration Stream Process

Job offer

Registration

Invitation

Application
($1150 fee)

Nomination

IRCC application
for PR

Permanent
Residence

Note: additional steps if applying under Express Entry categories.

The information in this presentation is current as of May 5, 2021
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Registration Scoring
Economic Factors

120

Human Capital Factors

80

NOC

60

Language

30

Wage

50

Work experience

25

Location

10

Education

25

Additional Points

Additional Points

NOC 00

15

1year of directly-related work
experience in Canada

10

Top 100 Occupation

10

Post-secondary education
in Canada

8

Currently working
in offered position

10

ECA or trades certification

4

For information about ITAs, visit: www.welcomebc.ca/Immigrate-to-B-C/B-C-Provincial-

Nominee-Program/Invitations-to-Apply
The information in this presentation is current as of May 5, 2021
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BC PROVINCIAL NOMINEE PROGRAM

Julio’s Profile
Chef
Directly Related Work
Experience

Highest Level of Education

Years of Experience
Bonus: Canadian experience
Highest Level
Educational Credential
Assessment
Canadian/BC

5+
Yes

15
10

Diploma

2

Yes

4

No

Language Test Results

CLB 7

18

A
No
No
Yes

25

Salary

50,000

19

Regional District

Salmon Arm

4

NOC (from BC Job Offer)

Skill Level
Bonus: Top 100
Bonus: 00 NOC
Bonus: Currently working

Total

10

107

The information in this presentation is current as of May 5, 2021
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BC PROVINCIAL NOMINEE PROGRAM

For more information:
BC Provincial Nominee Program
Email:
PNPInfo@gov.bc.ca

Website:
www.WelcomeBC.ca/PNP

For COVID-19 Updates, visit:
www.welcomebc.ca/Immigrate-to-B-C/B-C-ProvincialNominee-Program/COVID-19-Updates
The information in this presentation is current as of May 5, 2021
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Temporary Foreign
Worker Program
(TFWP)
Overview of TFWP and COVID-19
related changes
May 2021 Vancouver Coast
Mountains Region - DBC
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Overview of TFWP
The objective of the Temporary Foreign Worker (TFW) Program
is to provide employers with access to foreign workers on a
temporary basis when Canadians or Permanent Residents are
not available, and ensures foreign workers are protected. Jointly
administered by ESDC, IRCC and CBSA
▪ ESDC receives and reviews applications for LMIAs and administers a robust
compliance regime to help maintain the integrity of the TFW Program and protect
foreign workers. ESDC also sets the policy for the program
▪ IRCC determines the eligibility of a foreign national to enter Canada on a work
permit. The positive/neutral LMIA is one of several elements considered

▪ CBSA issues work permits at ports of entry on behalf of IRCC. CBSA also
conducts investigations of criminal activity under the Immigration and Refugee
Protection Act

TFWP Streams
• High and Low Wage Stream
• Specialized Applications
–
–
–
–
–
–

Express Entry
Global Talent Stream
Academics
Agriculture
Caregivers
Positions in Quebec

High & Low Wage Streams

• Employers offering a wage to a TFW that is:
o Below the P/T median hourly wage will need to meet
the requirements of the Stream for Low-Wage
Positions
o At or above the P/T median hourly wage will be
required to meet the requirements of the Stream for
High-Wage Positions

Median Hourly Wages by Province/Territory
Province/Territory

Alberta
British Columbia
Manitoba
New Brunswick
Newfoundland and Labrador
Northwest Territories
Nova Scotia
Nunavut
Ontario
Prince Edward Island
Quebec
Saskatchewan
Yukon

Wages as of May 11, 2020
2019 Wage ($/hour)

$27.28
$25.00
$21.60
$20.12
$23.00
$34.36
$20.00
$32.00
$24.04
$20.00
$23.08
$24.55
$30.00

Restricting Access – Areas of High
Unemployment
• LMIA applications for positions in economic regions
where the annual unemployment rate is 6% or higher in
the Accommodation & Food Services and Retail Trade
Sectors at the NOC D level will not be processed.
• Due to the serious economic impacts resulting from
COVID-19, all economic regions in Canada are now
considered to have unemployment rate of at least 6% or
above.

Low-Wage – Cap Requirement
• Employer’s hiring temporary foreign workers and offering them
a wage that is below the provincial or territorial median hourly
wage, are subject to a cap on the proportion of temporary
foreign workers that can be hired in low-wage positions at a
specific work location
• 20% cap on the number of temporary foreign workers in lowwage positions, or the employers’ established estimated cap
(whichever is lower), if they hired a temporary foreign worker in
a low-wage position prior to June 20, 2014
• 10% cap on the number of temporary foreign workers in lowwage positions if the employers did not employ a temporary
foreign worker in a low-wage position prior to June 20, 2014

Low Wage - Cap Exemptions
• Exemptions:
o For businesses that have fewer than 10 employees
nationally, including the vacant positions they are applying
to staff with temporary foreign workers
o on-farm primary agricultural positions;
o highly mobile or truly temporary positions (120 calendar
days or less);
o low-wage positions in seasonal industries that do not go
beyond 180 calendar-days (can be used once per
calendar year)

COVID-19 related changes
• LMIAs for occupations considered essential during the
COVID-19 pandemic are prioritized for processing
• Maximum duration of employment under LMIAs is
increased to 2 years for workers in the low-wage stream
as part of a three year pilot
• Approved LMIAs are valid up to a maximum of nine
months

COVID-19 Related Changes
• The assessment of business legitimacy will consider
restrictions placed on businesses due to COVID-19
• Expedited processing has been suspended
• Name change request for reasons related to COVID-19
for confirmed LMIAs may be expedited

Compliance
• Comply with all laws and policies regarding the
employer-employee relationship during employment
period, which begins upon their arrival to Canada, and
includes the initial mandatory quarantine period

• Immigration and Refugee Protection Regulations require
the employer to not prevent the temporary foreign worker
from meeting their requirements under the Quarantine
Act. This includes the mandatory quarantine

Compliance
• Email Service Canada at ESDC.ISB.QUARANTINEQUARANTAINE.DGSI.EDSC@servicecanada.gc.ca to
advise when workers arrive at your work location.
• Provide the following information:
– Name of your business
– The date the workers arrived

– Contact information for the workers

Compliance
• Pay workers, during the quarantine period, for a
minimum of 30 hours per week at the rate of pay
specified on the LMIA. If a worker becomes ill during the
initial quarantine period, the worker is to be paid by the
employer
• Monitor the health of workers who are in quarantine, as
well as any employee who becomes sick after the
quarantine period
• If a worker becomes symptomatic at any time or if there
is a COVID outbreak contact local public health officials
immediately

Compliance
• Assist workers with arranging access to food, medicine,
and/or basic supplies
• Cannot ask or allow workers to perform other duties
outside of the contract, such as building repairs or
administrative tasks during the quarantine period
• Provide equipment and products for workers to maintain
a clean and sanitary living accommodations

Inspection
• A Service Canada inspection can be launched for the
following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Reason to suspect non-compliance
Past non-compliance
Risk-based selection
An employer employs a TFW who is or was subject to
an order or regulation made under the Emergencies
Act or the Quarantine Act.
5. Introduction of a communicable disease to where the
TFW works.

Additional Information
Temporary Foreign Worker Program Website
https://www.canada.ca/en/employment-socialdevelopment/services/foreign-workers.html

Employer Call Centre
1-800-367-5693

Questions?

Credit: Destination BC & @glamouraspirit_

Panel Discussion / Q&A

Melody McLorie

Katie Van Nostrand*

Human Resources Manager
Regulated Canadian Immigration
Consultant (RCIC)

Mathews, Dinsdale & Clark LLP | Ius Laboris Canada |
Global HR Lawyers
Suite 1950 - 400 Burrard Street, Vancouver, BC, V6C 3A6
T 604.638.2048 | M 604.644.1141 | F 604.638.2049 |
kvannostrand@mathewsdinsdale.com

The Wickaninnish Inn
melody@wickinn.com |
www.wickinn.com

mathewsdinsdale.com | iuslaboris.com
* Denotes Law Corporation
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Thank you for attending

